Riddles and
secret pictures of
the Anglo Saxons

A learning resource
from Ely museum

Who were the Anglo Saxons?
After the Romans left Britain in 410AD,
a number of tribes, including the
Angles and Saxons, arrived in Britain by
boat and began settling here.
Before long they had built farms and
villages across the country.
Different tribes would fight amongst
themselves for land and wealth.

Then in 793AD came the first of many
Viking raids on Anglo Saxon Britain.
This led to fierce battles between the
Vikings and local people.

The Sutton Hoo Helmet one of the most famous Anglo Saxon artefacts
now in the British museum.

Secret Pictures?
Have a look at this Anglo-Saxon
object from Ely Museum It’s a
brooch which would have been
worn by a lady.
The Anglo Saxons loved
riddles and secret messages.
The metal worker who made
this brooch has hidden lots of
different images inside it.
Can you spot any animals?
Maybe a human face?
Turn to the next page to find
out..

A Hidden Eye
In Red– Can you now spot
•

The curly horns or ears?

•

A single eye?

•

Nostrils?

It’s hard to tell what animal
this could be. It might be a
goat or maybe a bull.

What do you think?
Goats were popular for their
milk in Anglo Saxon times.

A Pointy Beak
In Green– Can you now spot
•

A pointy beak and an eye?

•

Claws for feet?

•

An outstretched wing?

With a beak and claws this has
to be some kind of bird.
Perhaps a chicken? Chickens
were a popular food with the
Anglo Saxons.
They even get mentioned in
the Anglo Saxon epic poem
Beowulf.

Moustache Man
In Blue– Can you now spot
•

A pair of eyes?

•

A moustache?

•

A face?

This one is a little harder to
see, but you might be able to
make out a face with a big
moustache.
From art like this we can learn
that Anglo Saxons preferred
moustaches to full beards.

A Mystery
In Purple– is a mystery.

This brooch is a little worn
down, so it’s hard to see what
this part might represent.
We have done our best to
highlight it. What can you
see?
Perhaps the beak and wing of
a bird?
The image of a person holding something?

Bonus:
Here are two more artefacts from Ely
museum in the same style. Can you see any
hidden animals or people.

Want to find out more?
Why not do some of your own historical research?

This type of art is called Style 1.
Why not try googling “Anglo Saxon style 1” to find
images from other museums.
As time went on, styles changed and led to
different types of art. Try googling “Trewhiddle
style” to see a different style. It’s from later in the
Anglo Saxon period.

This blog post from the British museum could also
be helpful https://blog.britishmuseum.org/
decoding-anglo-saxon-art/

A Trewhiddle style hooked tag from Ely Museum’s
collection.

